Core Undergraduate Learning Experiences (CULE) Members:

Cole Davidson, Registration
Marion Harris, AFSNR
RaNelle Ingalls, Student Affairs
Rajesh Kavasseri, Engineering
Andrew Mara, AHSS
Cynthia Naughton, PNAS
Lisa Nordick, DCE
Larry Peterson, Provost/Assessment
Seth Rasmussen, Science & Math
Susan Ray-Degges, HDE
Kent Sandstrom, Deans’ Representative
Carolyn Schnell, University Studies
Herbert Snyder, Business
Beth Twomey, Libraries
Kevin Walsh, Students

Meeting, 8:30-9:20, Tuesday, November 12, 2013, Room of Nations

Tentative Agenda:

1. Approve the minutes from 11/05/13 emailed on 11/05/13

2. Report from Larry on conversation with Mark Meister about upper division communication

3. Continue our work on the components for our collective model, checking them against the findings from the surveys and meetings.
   • Complete Communication (if possible)
   • Complete Capstone
   • Begin work on Critical Thinking

4. Questions, concerns, issues, or brainstorms about our journey